DECADE A
AT
THE TOP
Power Rogers & Smith remains in the top
spot of the JVR Settlements Report for
10th straight year.
BY JOHN MCNALLY

J

oe Balesteri has been with Power Rogers & Smith since 2000. He has
played a role with the personal-injury firm as it climbed its way to the
top Jury Verdict Reporter settlements report 10 years ago. And he
remains a critical cog of the large stable of attorneys who have defended their
No. 1 spot for 10 consecutive years.
Balesteri quickly points to the common denominator that has anchored
Power Rogers & Smith over the past decade and beyond.
“The major feature of the firm is Joe Power,” Balesteri said. “He paves the
path for the rest of us. Because of him and (our) reputation we have the luxury
of representing any clients we want.”
In 2019, Power Rogers & Smith reported 32 settlements for a total
$246,025,000. The firm’s top case was a $40 million medical-malpractice suit
where a child suffered catastrophic brain damage due to complications of
untreated infections.
Power himself deflects all the praise his colleagues throw his way to tout
their hard work.
“We have real partners in our firm,” Power said. “We are concerned about
our clients. Our business comes through other lawyers and our reputation.”
That hard-earned reputation developed by Power Rogers & Smith has
allowed the firm to be selective in which cases they take on.
“We pick the right cases,” Power said.
Balesteri adds: “(Power) is not into himself at all. He knows what he’s
developed.”
Larry Rogers Jr. notes how everyone in the firm “consistently talk” and
they make sure to be a presence in their client’s lives — even after the trial
comes to an end.
“We remain a client’s lawyer for life,” he stated. “It’s not uncommon for us
to keep up with the relatives of a client. We want to do well by them.”
Power and Rogers Jr. — whose father is a founding partner of the firm —
declare the teamwork and camaraderie they’ve naturally developed over the
years plays a major role in their success.

Rogers earned a $38.25 million settlement for an auto collision suit where
a semitractor trailer failed to slow down in stop-and-go construction-related
traffic. The truck rear-ended another semi which then stuck a car, rendering
the 24-year-old driver in the car a paraplegic.
Rogers Jr. credits Power and company for finding dogged, hard workers
who are willing to collaborate for the firm’s years of success in the legal
landscape.
“We have a great group with a similar work ethic,” Rogers Jr. said. “We
collaborate and discuss our cases. We go over court calls (as a group). But it
starts at the top and you follow the example.”
High-dollar settlements are the norm at Power Rogers & Smith. This year
alone, partner Devon Bruce earned a $2 million settlement; partner Thomas
Siracusa received a $2.55 million settlement; partner Tom Power $3.25
million; and associate Jonathan Thomas (with Rogers Jr.) received a $2.1
million settlement, according to lawyerport.com data.
Additionally, Balesteri and associate Kathryn Conway earned a $16 million
settlement in November on a med-mal suit where an obstetrician-gynecologist used a vacuum to deliver a baby after two hours of active labor.
There were no indications of fetal or maternal distress. A cup that is
designed for occiput anterior positioning was used, but the baby was in a
posterior position. The cup popped off and the doctor made a second attempt
with a different cup, but the doctor did not properly place the cup at the flexion
point and it popped off.
The baby was delivered via C-section, but the attempted vacuum deliveries
caused an occlusion of blood flow in the right middle cerebral artery, causing
the child to suffer a focal arterial stroke and permanent injuries including leftsided paralysis, cerebral palsy, seizures and developmental disabilities.
“You don’t get those offers unless you have a case,” Balesteri said. “We did
our job.” CL
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POWER, ROGERS & SMITH LLP
AMOUNT $246,025,000
CASES 32
ATTORNEYS Joseph A. Power Jr. • Todd A. Smith • Larry R. Rogers, Jr. • Joseph W. Balesteri • Sean M.
Houlihan • Devon C. Bruce • Thomas M. Power • Brian LaCien • Jonathan M. Thomas • Kathryn L. Conway •
Carolyn Daley Scott • James I. Power
TOP CASE $40,000,000
Medical Malpractice Child suffered catastrophic brain damage due to complications of untreated infections.
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